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t’s safe to say that tree-stand
hunting is the most popular
mode of operation anywhere
whitetail deer are found, which
seems to be absolutely everywhere
today. Even western bowhunters are
beginning to take to tree-stands in a
big way, abandoning stalking in
favor of sitting it out and waiting for
a mule deer to come to them, an elk
to visit a watering point. This really
hit home during the recent Ducks
Unlimited Great Outdoors Festival in
Richmond, Virginia. I was slated for a
few seminars on “Tree-stand
Hunting Strategies,” while other topics included fly fishing salt water,
organizing an African safari, wilderness bowhunting, duck decoying,
and choosing big-game cartridges;
all intriguing subjects. The treestand seminars attracted, by far, the
largest crowds on two consecutive
days. Many of the participants were
seasoned hunters who wanted to
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know more about how to increase
their tree-stand success.
While it can easily be argued
that strategies and stand-hunting
tactics themselves have been discussed to sheer exhaustion, treestands themselves have continued to
evolve and transform. They are better in many ways than ever before.
They are quieter, easier to set up,
more roomy and lightweight all at
once, and most importantly, safer
than tree-stands made only ten years
past. In short, how your customers
employ any tree-stand is a tired subject, while new stand designs are
changing all the time, inviting new
purchases in the quest for greater
whitetail (or other cooperative big
game) success. To that end Arrow
Trade asked each major tree-stand
manufacturer to choose a stand or
stands that serves as an prime illustration of what is new and exciting in
this year’s models. Many companies
had so many
new choices that
zeroing in on
one, two or even
three
proved
extremely difficult.

The Accessory Port System
under the seat of this Ameristep
Non-typical Outfitter lets your
customer plug in a Shooting Rest
and Blind Enclosure, as shown
below right. The blind can block
wind and hide movement.

FixedPosition
Models
Hang-on
stands,
those
attached semipermanently to
the chosen tree,

constitute the sport’s most popular
models. They are lightweight, easy to
set up, versatile, and deadly effective.
They are also generally the least
expensive. They require a tad bit
more effort initially, but are then
ready and waiting any time a customer finds the time to climb aboard
for a hunt. Features that make the
newest stands more desirable are
faster set-up, more secure and silent
anchoring, and improved safety.
These are stands customers can
count on to literally never let them
down.
Ameristep Treestands (see
“Climbing Models” below for
company info).
Non-Typical Outfitter
This TMA-approved
stand
includes a large ComfortMax Bench
Seat covered in Mossy Oak New
Break-Up camo. It has a Super Cam
Leverage lock system, and is made
from lightweight aircraft-grade aluminum. It easily adapts to irregularshaped trees without extra hardware.
It’s Rapid-Rail compatible for quick
set-up, and includes Grizzly cable
system to avoid bulky, potentiallynoisy chains. An Accessory Port
System (APS) is located under the
seat for plug-in attachments, with
reversible speed strap for quick and
easy hook-up. The platform is 22x30
inches. It includes a TMA-approved
full body harness, weighs only 11
pounds, and is weight rated to 300
pounds.
Basic Innovations/
Chippewa Wedge-Loc
Basic Innovations specializes in
lightweight, fully-welded, all-aluminum fixed-position stands. All
feature Teflon washers at contact
points for silence, have highstrength galvanized aircraft cable
platform support and are finished in
a durable powder coat. These stands
accept extra rigging harnesses for
multiple stand location ability, have
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by Pat Meitin
multi-position platform leveling,
and incorporate a tree support saddle with neoprene and rubber tread
to add silence and stability.
The firm makes seven models,
the Brute platform proving the
largest, decreasing in size through
the Wedge-Loc, Chief, Quest, and
Ghost. Other accessories include
arm-rest assembly, clamp-on foot
rest, bow and rifle holders,
Chippewa Stik-Tite and Big Stik ladders, pop-over pad/seat cover, and
swivel-seat option. To learn more
about the line contact Basic
Innovations in Midland, Michigan,
by calling (989) 835-3856; or visit
their web site at www.chippewawedgeloc.com.
Chippewa Ghost
The Chippewa Ghost is a totallynew, compact design for bowhunters
who must cover a lot of ground to get
to their stand site, or need a compact
stand to fit into a tight spot. It features the same patented easy-inser-

tion and self-tightening harness and
wedge attachment system, plus a
platform leveling option found on all
Chippewa stands. Designed to fit
inside a backpack, the Ghost
includes a 14x18-inch platform and
feather-light eight-pound weight.
Smoke-screen camo finish is standard on the Ghost. It accommodates
tree diameters from eight to 18 inches, includes a 220-pound weight
limit, and is available in 20-inch
short, 22-inch standard, or 25-inch
tall seat heights.
Gorilla Treestands
Gorilla Treestands have emerged
as a giant in the industry, with nononsense, value-packed designs
made for hard-core bowhunting.
Every Gorilla Treestand is TMA certified to be safe and trouble free. The
2005 catalog shows four Ol’

GreyBack Climber Series stands.
Hang-on models include four Kong
Series, three Expedition Series, two
Kong XLS Series, two Kong Lounger
XLS Series, and two Silverback XLS
Series stands. The Gorilla Ladder
Stand series includes seven models,
including two made for hunter pairs,
plus 12- and 15-foot tripod models.
Gorilla also offers a complete line of
tree-stand accessories, safety gear,
four climbing stick models, and
game gambrels. Contact Gorilla in
Flushing, Michigan, by calling (877)
685-7817, or visit their web site at
www.gorillatreestands.com.
Gorilla Kong XLS Series
These patent-pending designs –
including Kong XLS (16 pounds),
King Kong XLS (18 pounds), Kong
Lounger XLS (22 pounds), and King
Kong Lounger XLS (25 pounds) —
are equipped with an adjustable V-

Ol’s GreyBack stands from Gorilla
Treestands are a new series of climbers
that share a cool, lightweight hammock style net seat. This model is this
the Ol’ GreyBack Magnum Deluxe
Hunter that combines a 18x30 inch
platform and 24x34 inch top section.

There isn’t a lot of room to move around
on the Chippewa Ghost, but that compact
size is exactly what will appeal to some
hunters who travel far to get their bucks.
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Cool, lightweight net seats are
being used on the new Expedition
Series from Gorilla Treestands.
This Expedition Magnum Hunter
has a roomy 24x30 inch platform
and the fold-up seat is 19x14.

Bracket that allows the stand to be
easily leveled for safety and comfort
in less-than-perfect trees. Kong XLS
Series Treestands are weight rated
for up to 300 pounds.
All Kong XLS stands include a
comfortable, thick camo cushion
seat for all-day hunting, while the
XLS Lounger Series include Deluxe
AirRide Seats with dual air chambers, removable arm rests, padded
back rest, and welded Toe-Through
Foot Rests for additional comfort.
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All-welded
steel
construction is held
steady with EasyCinch Dual Claw
straps and the CamAction
platform
design. All Gorilla
Treestands include
standard
nylon
bushings and washers to keep them
quiet, and they are
premium powder
coated to prevent
rust. A tree-stand
safety DVD, fullyadjustable
lineman’s style full body
harness,
and
adjustable
pack
straps are included
with every stand.
Expedition
Hunter Series
These all-new stands from
Gorilla include comfortable hammock-style net seats, unique triangular-shaped platforms, and a
patent-pending leveling system.
They are camo-dipped in a new
Timber Illuzion camouflage pattern
for added concealment. They
include an adjustable V-Bracket
allowing stand leveling for the greatest amount of comfort possible. The
hammock seats are weatherproof,
scent proof and lightweight and
combined with the triangular platforms make for a lightweight package that’s easy to tote into remote
locations with the provided pack
straps, and easy to set up quickly.
Steel Expedition XLS stands have
300-pound weight capacity, aluminum Expeditions are rated at
275 pounds. All include slip-resistant mesh platforms, Easy-Cinch
Dual Claw straps, and Cam-Action
platform design, nylon bushings
and washers for silence, and come
with a stand safety DVD and lineman’s full-body harness.
Hunter’s View
Recognized as one of the
world’s largest suppliers of hunting
tree stands, Hunter’s View has
maintained a tradition of providing
value to the customer. Continued
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improvements to existing stands, as
well as new and exciting models,
have kept the company in the forefront. The company offers 10 models
of fixed-position stands, including
nine new models for 2005, three allnew climbing models, six ladder
stands, two of these new, and two
brand-new tripod stands. They also
offer a full line of tree-stand accessories, pop-up blinds, and ATV
ramps. Contact Hunter’s View in
Peoria, Illinois, by calling (309) 6900000, or visit their web site at
www.huntersview.com.
Scout
The Scout is a proven model
with 18x25-inch expanded metal
platform. The seat is 20 inches high
and 13.5x8 inches in area, with flipup seat cushion disguised by Sniper
Camouflage. The stand attaches
securely with a claw ratchet strap
and a claw push button stabilizing
strap. Backpack straps are included,
with the stand, which has aircraftcable platform support and welded
steel construction. The stand holds
300 pounds, and weighs 16 pounds.
Bow Hunter
The all-new Bow Hunter gives
the archery enthusiast more room,
for long-term comfort on those allday visuals during the rut, and more
maneuvering room to get a difficult
shot off. It includes a cable-supported 24x30-inch expanded metal platform, 20-inch seat height, and

The compact Scout
from Hunter’s View.
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13.5x8-inch Sniper-camouflaged
flip-up seat. The stand is attached
securely with claw ratchet-strap and
claw push-button stabilizing strap. It
also includes backpack straps and
all-steel construction. It has a 300pound load limit, and weighs 22
pounds.
Innovative
Treestand Systems
Innovative Treestand owners Jon
Fredendall and Tony Muhich have
been in the archery industry a long
time, Jon as a designer of tree-stands
for several major companies, Tony
with 40 years in the retail end.
Together they conceived of a stand
that could be hung absolutely anywhere, without requiring shims to
level it. The Leveler 1, highlighted
here, was the result — truly a revolutionary design. Besides the Leveler,
the company also offers the Sniper
XT, a fixed-position stand with
adjustable platform, and Adaptor
Climber, that can be leveled while in
the tree. They also offer the
Centipede flexible ladder for safe
access of stands, and the Shok-EZ
full body harness, made with a rubber connector to eliminate a sudden
jolt should a customer fall from a
stand. To learn more about
Innovative Treestand’s line, call (815)
725-7268, or visit their web site at
www.innovativestreestands.com.
Leveler 1
The Leveler is a design promising to change how hunters view treestand sites. The highly-adjustable
features makes nearly any tree available for a prime ambush point.
Innovative’s owners say they regularly hear from satisfied customers who
relate taking bucks from sites they
were previously unable to utilize
because the perfect tree could not be
located. A larger Leveler stand is
expected out in 2006, with larger
seat and platform for greater all-day
comfort, and for bigger hunters.
Leveling is accomplished through
four independent, telescoping tubes
that click out in one-inch increments, each facing the tree; two on
the 22x30-inch platform base, two
beneath the 8x14-inch seat, plus
three attitude-adjustment leveling

positions within the base itself. The
flip-up/removable seat is adjustable
for height from 18 to 28 inches, and
is camoed in Mossy Oak Break-Up.
The Leveler includes backpack
straps, a Shok-EZ safety harness
worth $80, rubber coating and
appropriate nylon washers to keep it
deadly quiet. All-aluminum, welded
construction keeps weight down to
9.5 pounds, but allows a 300-pound
load limit.

Lone Wolf
Andrae D’Acquisto, who has
taken more than 20 Pope & Young
whitetail bucks with archery gear,
did not intend to get into the treestand business. He was simply looking to build a stand to meet his
demanding standards.
Consequently, his stands are not
the cheapest out there, but they are
one of the very best. They are strong,
lightweight, compact, and above all
else, super quiet. They use patented,
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Despite it’s quiet cast aluminum platform, the new Alpha Assault from Lone
Wolf Treestands weighs just 8.5
pounds. Note how compactly the unit
folds against this hunter’s back.

3-D cast-aluminum bases and seats
that fill all of Andrae’s criteria. They
have emerged as one of my own
favorites, rock solid and steady, and
of course, absolutely quiet under all

conditions. Lone Wolf makes two
climbers, two nail-tough fixed-position stands. Lone Wolf also makes
one of the best climbing sticks
around, a 6-point Fall Arrest System
and integrated accessories to make
stands more hunter friendly. Contact
Lone Wolf in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
by calling (414) 744-4984, or visit

their web site at www.lonewolfstands.com.
Improved Alpha Hang On
Lone Wolf managed to make my
favorite stand even better. The Alpha
Hang On allows you to make use of
the ugliest, most crooked trees, with
an innovative self-leveling seat and
platform allowing added comfort.
The new Offset Bracket offers greater
left and right adjustment latitude. It
includes a new, larger 3-D camo seat
design and contoured camo-foam
pad for greater comfort, plus new
utility hooks molded directly into the
seat. The one-piece cast-aluminum
platform is 19.5x30 inches, which
also includes brush pockets, onesize-fits-all bow holder (optional
rubber grommet available), and
pull-up rope hooks molded directly
into the platform. It includes backpack straps (padded straps optional), E-Z Hang Hook System (can be
used as an alternative to the Offset
Bracket System, and allows one
stand to be used in several locations
instantly), and 12x14-inch flip-up
seat set to 21 inches high. It has a
350-pound load rating, and weighs
only 10.5 pounds.
New Alpha Assault
The new Alpha Assault is a more
compact version of the Alpha Hang
On, with smaller teardrop-shaped
platform to fit into tighter places,
and weighs only 8.5 pounds. The
one-piece cast-aluminum platform
is 19.5x27.5 inches, with V-Bracket
and Versa-Button tree fastening system. The seat is 8x12 inches and has
a 20-inch height, otherwise all other
Alpha features remain, most notably
contoured camo-foam seat pad, bow
holder, and self-leveling ability.
Loggy Bayou
Loggy Bayou is one of the most
respected names in tree-stands, and
just happens to be the first I ever
owned. It is known for making some
of the lightest, most versatile stands
on the market, with four aluminum
fixed position, two steel hang-ons,
two climbing stands, and three ladder
stands. It also offers Feather Stix and
Ambusher Stix for safe, easy access of
trees, and the new Transformer Safety
System. The latter includes foam-
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inches and allows the bowhunter to
shoot comfortably from a seated
position to lessen movement during
the moment of truth. ATA (All Tree
Adjustable) features allow customers
to keep seat and platform perfectly
level. The 10x19-inch seat is covered
by a waterproof, ergonomicallydesigned foam cushion. A unique
hanging bracket allows customers to
hang the stand then leave hands free
to attach the 4,000-pound test fast
ratchet and 1,200-pound base stabilization strap.
The
Boss
Starr is made
of welded aircraft
aluminum, with
a platform
24x32 inches.
A strap-on
back rest is
included,
and is used in
conjunction
with the provided pack
straps
for
comfortable
packing. The
stand weighs
18 pounds
and includes
a 300-pound
load limit. It
comes with a
Call your Dealer and ask for Maple Leaf Press Targets!
T M A 1215 Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417
approved full
Phone 616-846-8844 • Fax 616-846-6408
body
harness.
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North Starr Treestands
North Starr is made up of individuals who live and breath deer
hunting and have years of practical
experience in not only making treestands, but using them. Advanced
engineering and computer structural analysis create stands that provide
a high strength-to-weight ratio. The
rapidly-expanding line now includes
five hang-on stands, 11 “FS” Folding
Series Climbing Treestands, and the
new Forrest “Tree Cat” Archer and
Hunter models. There are also five
ladder stands, and a tripod model.
Three climbing stix/poles, safety
gear, and stand accessories are also
part of the lineup. Contact North
Starr in Hillsdale, Michigan, by calling (517) 439-1313, or see the site at
www.northstarrtreestands.com.
The Boss Starr
North Starr calls this the ultimate hang-on stand. The pivoting
seat adjusts instantly from 20 to 26

Monarch Ultra-Lite by Loggy Bayou.

River’s Edge
Hunting Products
River’s Edge has been touted
America’s best tree-stand value,
offering solid, easy-to-use stands at a
reasonable price. All River’s Edge
stands come with electrostatically
applied powder-coated finish and
free fall restraint strap. They also
offer a lifetime warranty to be free of
any defects in materials and workmanship. The company now offers
eight fixed-position models, two
climbers, and nine ladders, including six that are brand new for 2005.
Two climbing-stick options and several seat options are also offered. To
contact River’s Edge in Cumberland,
Wisconsin, dial (715) 822-2470, or
visit www.ardisam.com to find more
details.
Lite Foot
This is a simply-designed but
feature-loaded and lightweight
model designed for maximum
portability. It includes a 24x25-inch
sure-grip platform, feather-weight
tubular aluminum construction,
removable 2-inch thick padded seat,
solid “lower action” tree mount system, and 2-inch wide heavy-duty
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padded shoulders, light weight,
quick-attach buckles, optional
detachable backpack or accessory
pouch, and removable lineman’s
belt. Contact Loggy Bayou for more
information in El Dorado, Arkansas,
at (870) 881-9778, or see the site at
www.loggybayou.com.
Monarch Series
These aluminum fixed-position
stands, the XL and Ultra-Lite,
include the company’s new and
lighter Ultra Beam platform for
added silence and more stability.
The new reversible and removable
MEGA Straps enable quick and
quiet installation. Both utilize a
common platform, the Monarch XL
includes an ADC (All Day Comfort)
padded seat, the Monarch UltraLite a simple sling seat. Both seats
measure 17x18 inches with a 22inch height and Mossy Oak New
Break-Up camo, while platforms are
20x36 inches. The XL also includes
an optional MEGA Footrest kit (that
fits both models). The XL weighs 10
pounds, the Ultra-Lite 8, both
weight rated to 300 pounds. Both
models include a TMA certified Full
Body Harness with Lineman’s belt,
Loggy Bayou Monarch Bucks CD,
and pack straps.
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mounting strap. It folds flat for easy
packing and includes a built-in
footrest for added comfort. The leveling cables are vinyl coated for
silence, and all steel bolt fasteners
are hardened and include locknuts
for long-term trouble-free use. It
includes a “Weathered Grey” powder
coat and backpack straps. It weighs
only 14 pounds and holds up to 300
pounds.
StrongBuilt, Inc.
StrongBuilt offers an enormous
line of tree-stand options, a virtual
one-stop shop for any customer’s
needs. In their extensive line
StrongBuilt has added 15 brand-new
products for 2005; in a line including
seven climbers (five of these new),
ten fixed-position stands (four of
these all new), two new climbing
sticks, 12 ladder stands (four of these
new), a tower-blind kit, seven tripod
models, three ground blinds and a
canopy, plus three tripod cover
blinds. There is also a full line of
game haulers, ATV accessories, game
calls, safety gear, and gun cases.
Check it all out by calling StrongBuilt
in Waterproof, Louisiana, at (318)
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749-3303 to request a
catalog.
“Big Chief” Hang
On Stand
This is one of the
company’s
newer
stands, combining a
comfortable plastic
fold-down
360degree swiveling seat
with a 36-inch diameter octagon platform. The seat is
mounted on a 13inch steel pedestal,
while the stand
attaches to any tree
with a five-foot-long
heavy-duty
chain
and two ratchet
straps for safe and
solid set-up. The Big Chief is made of
steel and comes with a TMA certified
full body harness. The stand weighs
47 pounds and has a weight capacity
of 250 pounds.

Trophyline
Trophyline Tree Saddles are
quite different, but allow your customers to cover some serious ground
without
being
burdened by a
The Non-typical
conventional
Climber Lite from
stand. These “soft
Ameristep is 3 pounds
lighter than the original
stands” are the
model that it’s based on.
lightest,
most
portable around.
The Tree Saddle is
a soft seat and
safety harness in
one, something
worn in and out
of the woods. It
weighs less than
five pounds. Your
customers
use
screw-in steps or
climbing sticks to
access their chosen vantage, but
once in place the
Tree Saddle is
extremely safe,
easy to shoot
from, and affords
a great deal of latitude other fixed
stands don’t allow
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The Big Chief stand
from StrongBuilt has
a swiveling seat and
a platform designed
to make full use of it.

— like changing positions, turning
around the tree trunk, and so forth.
Customers can choose between the
original leather model, newer meshseat Ambush version weighing only
1.5 pounds, or four-pound Stealth
version with water-resistant and
Mossy Oak Break-Up camoed shell,
and warm neoprene-cushioned seat.
Accessories include SaddleBag with
backpack straps for transport, modular accessory pouches, and hydration pack. Find out more by calling
Trophyline in Jasper, Georgia, at
(866) 444-4868, or take a look at their
web site; www.trophylineusa.com.

Climbing Models
Climber stands are becoming
more popular every year. They allow
whitetail hunters to remain mobile,
versatile,
and
hunt
without
advanced planning. They allow picking a tree and achieving a perch on
the spot, leaving less scent behind,
setting up instantly. In public areas
they alleviate the fear of theft,
because stands are taken with you
after the hunt. They have generally
required a somewhat straight tree,
relatively free of branches, and
account for a higher incidence of
accidents – though, the newest models are becoming more versatile and
safer every year.
Ameristep Non-Typical
Ameristep prides itself on holding to the highest safety standards in
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the design and manufacturing of
their equipment. The catch words at
Ameristep are stronger, safer,
smarter. The company’s climbers
give customers the ability to hunt in
the right spot without the need to
find the perfect tree. The NonTypical line has been expanded this
year to include two climbing stands,
including the new Lite featured here,
two fixed stands, Rapid Rails (climbing sticks); the Grizzly line including
two climbers, three fixed, seven ladder models, and a tripod. A full line
of pop-up blinds (a dozen), accessories, screw-in steps, and safety
equipment are also found in the
Ameristep catalog. Give Ameristep a
call in Clio, Michigan, at (810) 6864035, or take a look at the line on
their web site; www.ameristep.com.
Non-Typical Climber Lite
This all-new climber gives the
whitetail hunter scads of features to
make long waits more comfortable,
and to keep gear ready for action.
The integrated Accessory Port
System allows quick attachment of

plug-in accessories like a bow holder, and a padded armrest for the
multi-season hunter. The Accessory
Knob provides another place to hang
binoculars, packs, or calls.
The Speed Cable Locking System
compression cable is located on the
outside of the rail to allow instant
set-up without loose pins and parts
to make unnecessary noise. The
Safety Lock Cinch Strap allows preadjusted lengths to eliminate platform separation while climbing, and
provides fixed-position stand stability once installed. Climbing is also
eased via the Angled Toe Braces that
keep boots secure, and eliminate
awkward foot straps.
The Angled Toe Push-Down
Tubes make descending much easier. It also includes rubber compression speed cable locking system,
comfortable footrest, padded, multiposition shooting rest, detachable
ComfortMax Seat, 20x32-inch platform, welded aircraft aluminum
construction, insulated pivot points
for quietness, and padded backpack
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straps. It includes a TMA-approved
full-body safety harness. It is rated to
300 pounds, and weighs 19 pounds.
API Outdoors
Launched in 1986, API has long
been a leader in tree-stand innovations, responsible for some of the
first all-aluminum stands, openrung platforms, and T-screw hanging
and stabilizing systems. API provides
a full-body harness with every stand.
The web site shows four climbers,
two fixed-position stands, including
the highly popular Baby Grand, and
the V-Lok Ladder Stand. In addition
API offers Gear Hangers to keep
hunting accessories organized while
on stand, a full line of ATV ramps,
and a plethora of other stand gear.
Contact API Outdoors in Tallulah,
Louisiana, at (800) 228-4846, or visit
the site at www.apioutdoors.com.
The Grand Slam Magnum
Extreme Bowhunter
This is a climbing stand made for
the big guy. It involves the same
design as the smaller Extreme
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Loggy Bayou’s Mega Transformer comes standard with a removable front bar on the
seat unit, so it adapts easily to gun or bow use. Options include the gun rest and bow
rest shown installed in the photo at center. The 20x36 inch platform has a 300 pound
weight rating. At far right, the stand folds compactly for carrying.

Bowhunter but is beefed up to handle up to 350 pounds. The high-performance hand-climber type seat
requires that customers support
their weight with their arms while
climbing, which means good physical condition and strength are a plus
while using the stand. The open-seat
design optimizes shot options for
bowhunters, with complete, unrestricted shooting. The design
includes super-strong, patented
Power-Gripping climbing chains,
aircraft aluminum construction,
platform gripping ridges for sure
footing, and a tough powder-coat
finish, plus a seat section stabilizing
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strap. The new Quick-Attach seat
allows the seat to be attached,
adjusted, or removed in seconds.
The seat also includes cushioned
armrests and a padded back for ultimate comfort. The stand nests for
easy transport, includes pack straps
and a TMA full body harness. The
stand weighs 21 pounds.
Gorilla Treestands (see
“Fixed-Position Models” for company info).
The new Gorilla Ol’ GreyBack
Climbing Treestand Series feature
comfortable hammock-style seats
and stabilizing folding arms for
secure climbing. Included in the
lineup are the Ol’ GreyBack (19
pounds), Ol’ GreyBack Magnum (23
pounds), Ol’ GreyBack Deluxe
Hunter (19 pounds), and Ol’
GreyBack Magnum Deluxe Hunter
(23 pounds). Deluxe models are
camo-dipped in Timber Illuzion
camouflage. All are weight rated to
275 pounds and feature slip-resistant mesh platforms. Heavy-duty
stabilizing straps on both upper and
lower climbing sections lock folding
arms into position for safe and
secure hunting. An optional camo-

padded Vantage Bar converts
between a footrest and gun rest for
added versatility. Nylon bushings
and washers all around make the
stand free of creaks, and all are
designed to fold flat for compact,
hassle-free carrying with provided
pack straps. A tree-stand safety DVD
and full body climbing-style safety
harness are provided with every
stand.
Loggy Bayou (see “FixedPosition Models” for company
info).
MEGA Transformer Climber
This is one of the most versatile
stands in the industry. It comes with
standard removable front bar for the
two-season hunter, or can be used as
an open-front stand while bowhunting, has an ADC seat with a detachable backrest, and a complete line of
interchangeable accessories to create more than 25 possible combinations with a single stand. The MEGA
transformer folds flat in seconds and
nests for easy packing. Loggy Bayou’s
patent-pending Shur-Lok Cable
System allows quick and silent
installation and removal, even in the
dark. The Gator Gripper Teeth are
tree friendly yet super safe and sturdy, while the new hands-free foot
straps adjust easily for any boot size.
The new lighter Ultra Beam platforms provide security and solid foot
placement. The platform is 20x36
inches, but the entire stand weighs
only 18 pounds via aluminum construction, while rated to 300 pounds
of capacity. It comes with TMA-certi-
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fied Full Body Harness, Monarch
Bucks DVD, and pack straps.
North Starr Treestands (see
“Fixed-Position Models” for
company info).
Forrest “Tree Cat” Archer
This multi-patented Folding “V”
climber is totally new for 2005, highly unique in that it can be safely
adjusted for tree diameter while
climbing. It provides high strength,
comfort and light weight all in a
stand that can be folded into a compact unit for easy transport.
Patented features include the
Folding “V” front brace, Pop-In fastening system that allows set-up in
the dark with no knobs or pins to
fumble with, and bungee-cord automatic base adjustment feature.
To begin climbing customers
pre-load the bungee, attach the
stand to the tree by clicking in the
Auto Cam, and start climbing. If further adjustment is needed simply

release the Auto Cam and the
bungee pulls the belt tighter. Let go
of the Auto Cam and continue
climbing. Tree Gripper Belts are
secured by the spring-loaded Auto
Cams to automatically grip the belt
when released. The heavier the load,
the tighter they grip. The Bear Trapstyle lever and rope-stabilizing system is silent and secure, and provides a secondary attachment to the
tree to secure the stand in a fixed
position once in place. Pivoting Tree
Gripper Feet self center and maintain four-point contact at all times to
accommodate changing tree shape.
The system won’t slip when wet, or
damage trees. It fits trees from six to
22 inches and includes a waterproof
and comfortable sling seat and backrest. Padded pack straps with chest
connector and TMA-approved full
body harness come with the stand,
with bow holder, foot rest and shooting rail optional. The base measures
18x34 inches and the stand weighs
19 pounds, while supporting up
to 300 pounds.

Customers comfortable using lightweight hand
climbers may want to check on the new
OpenShot from Summit Treestands. Despite the
small size, the stand boasts a 300-pound rating.

River’s Edge (see “Fixedposition Models” for company
info).
Tiger Claw Strap Climber
This quiet sit-down/standup climbing stand includes a
flexible attachment system that
is lightweight yet rated to 8,000
pounds of tensile strength. It
allows trees from eight to 20
inches to be climbed easily, with
extremely stable Tiger Claw
engagement blades to keep customers safe once installed. A
fully-padded seat, backrest, arm
rests and crossbar makes the
stand extremely comfortable. It
includes a built-in footrest and
allows quick and quiet set-up
through a design that eliminates pins, knobs and loose
parts. The top platform measures 22x29 inches, the bottom
20x25.5 inches, all fully-welded
aluminum and powder finished
to a “Weathered Grey.” It comes
with free pack straps, weighs 21
pounds, and includes a 300pound load limit.

Summit Treestands, LLC
After 24 years in business
Summit Treestands, LLC is considered a true innovator in climbingstand designs. In fact, the company
offers 9 climbing models, including
the all-new OpenShot, highlighted
here, and improvements to several
existing models. The MegaSampon
is the company’s newest ladder
stand, reaching 18-feet high and
weighing 57 pounds, while two
fixed-position stands, two climbing
sticks models, and a multitude of
safety harnesses and stand accessories are also available. Summit
strives to design for total security,
comfort, camouflage, and silence.
Summit is in Decatur, Alabama, and
can be reached at (256) 353-0634, or
their web site can be accessed by
typing www.summitstands.com.
OpenShot
The all-new OpenShot, like all
Summit models, includes a free fullbody harness, carrying straps, and
five-year limited warranty. This is a
highly compact, lightweight climbing stand with an integrated
seat/hand climber that allows customers to make use of trees from 8 to
20 inches in diameter. It also allows
customers to sit on the seat at hunting height, or spin it out of the way to
stand while waiting. Either way it is
completely silent and ultimately
secure. It makes the perfect stand for
those out-of-the-way sites requiring
longer hikes, with a secure
QuickDraw cable system for easy use
and reliability. Grip steps grab and
hold onto the tree for complete safety, with a smaller 20x32-inch platform that easily maneuvers around
knots and small limbs. The
RapidClimb stirrups give customers
good control. The 8,000-pound cable
gives the stand a stiff backbone while
climbing, the thick-padded seat
cushions provide extreme comfort
and warmth. The stand has a load
rating of 300 pounds, and weighs 14
pounds.
StrongBuilt, Inc. (see “FixedPosition Models” for company
info).
Aluminum Horizon Climber
This is StrongBuilt’s newest
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addition to a great line of products.
The Horizon Aluminum Seat
Climber includes lightweight aluminum construction so that it
weighs only 23 pounds and proves
easy to pack into the remote hunting
spot. The foot platform is 23x30.5
inches, with a two-piece padded
camo seat for day-long comfort. The
stand is TMA certified so you know it
is sell-built, and it comes with a full
body harness also certified by that
organization. It has a 300-pound
weight limit.
Timbertall Treestands
Timbertall has made a mark with
some of the lightest, most advanced
climbing stands in the industry. All
of their stands are TMA certified, and
start at 12 pounds. All stand purchases include a full-body fall arrest
system. These patented designs
allow leveling adjustments to be
made while in the stand, without
disconnecting from the tree. Up to 5
inches of leveling adjustment is
included to make the best of crooked
trees, simply by turning a large knob

For more information go to:

www.hindsightco.com
or call 734.878.2842
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on base and seat. The line includes
the new Baby Lite, featured below,
Legend Lite, Brute Lite, and Super
Brute, all climbers with lightweight
aluminum construction. To check
out these stands, as well as other
tree-stand accessories, contact
Timbertall
in
Middleburg,
Pennsylvania, by dialing (570)8371775, or see their web site at
www.timbertalloutdoors.com.
The Baby Lite
This is an extremely safe, trouble-free climber that takes only seconds to set up or take down, even in
the dark, all without tools. A special
design assures it will not damage
trees, quickly adapting to trunks
from 8 to 24 inches in diameter. It’s
easily backpacked with the use of its
heavy-duty safety/backpack strap
with Quick Release feature, plus it
includes a standard sling seat and
padded backrest for all-day comfort.
Built-in arm rests add to comfort,
and the stand also accepts aftermarket accessories. The platform measures 18x27 inches, the climber/seat
20x27 inches. All welded-aluminum
construction keeps weight down to
12 pounds, while accommodating
hunters with waists up to 38 inches
and weighing 250 pounds. The stand
includes a lifetime warrantee on the
aluminum frame and cable system.

StrongBuilt’s Horizon Aluminum Seat
Climber has a padded seat, seat back and
padded side rails for long hours of comfortable hunting.

Ladder & Tripod Stands
Not every terrain type permits
the use of a classic stand design.
Even in big eastern or northern
woods, situations arise where a tree
big enough to support a tree-stand
simply does not exist in just the right
place, but a site promises big-buck
success. I’ve found such situations in
Texas brush country
or
Kansas
CRP
ground, where big
bucks are in the offing
but you can’t figure
out how to hide yourself. In addition, ladder stands in particular simply are safer, for
customers who are
afraid of heights, or
who are getting along
in years and are not
up to clambering up a
tree equipped with
screw-in steps.
Large knobs are used to
level the Baby Lite from
TimberTall Treestands as
you climb or once you’ve
reached hunting height.
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API Outdoors (see “Climbing
Models” above for company info).
300 GTP Grandstand
Telescoping Packmaster
This just might be the first totally unique tree-stand to be introduced in more than a decade. It’s a
telescoping ladder stand and fixedposition stand all in one. Its features
include high mobility, multi-function design, ease and speed of installation, seat height up to 17 feet, and
a lightweight 24-pound packing
weight. It provides quiet set-up in as
little as five minutes, and take-down
for relocation in three, with the security of a ladder, mobility of a climber,
and placement versatility of a fixed
stand. The foot platform is 19x24
inches, the hands-free fold-up seat
16x17 inches and has a 21-inch
height. It includes a left or right transition step for safe entry, Realtree
Hardwoods HD Gray camoed seat,
TMA-certified full body harness,
powder-coat finish, and 300-pound
weight capacity.
The Grandstand XLT 500 GS
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This is a stand that provides
comfort, safety and complete huntability for two people who want to
hunt together; be it father and son,
husband and wife, or two friends. It
includes more room and versatility
than any other two-person stand on
the market. It includes a handy, center-mounted shelf and two compartments to store hunting gear in safely.
Both super-soft cushioned seats
adjust up and down to accommodate the biggest adult or smallest
child. It comes with two TMA certified full body harnesses. Features
include a patented V-lok stabilizer
system and two security straps for
safety, double railed, 14-foot ladder
with wide, non-slip rungs, 36x55inch platform for walk-around
room, handholds for safe entry and
exit, seats positioned at different
angles so both hunters enjoy maximum shooting freedom and visual
coverage, padded camo shooting rail
for the two-season hunter, and
super-strong 2-inch ratchet straps
for ultimate holding power. The total

The seat and rail of the Apex from Big
Game Treestands swivel together, and
you can pivot the front half of the rail
behind you when you want to take a
bowshot. Above, the same tripod is
shown with the Cover-All Blind. That
blind provides full cover, or can have the
top tilted back or wide open. It’s shown
with top and front open for bow use.
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weight limit is 500 pounds, and the
TMA certified stand weighs 140
pounds so your customers will need
plenty of time (and probably a
friend) to set it in place.
Big Game Treestands
For 2005 Big Game’s R&D team
has worked hard to expand their
product line, including two brand
new lines, creating products that will
work for more of your customers.
The new lines include Max Hunting
Blinds, and all-new Free-Standing
Elevated Platforms. The latter
include the same efficient design as
their tree-stand collection. Four tripod or platform stands are offered,
10 ladder stands, two fixed-position
stands, several climbing stick
options, as well as other tree-stand
accessories. Check it out by calling
them in Windom, Minnesota, at
(800) 268-5077, or by visiting their
web site at www.biggametreestands.com.
New Apex Tripod
The all-new Apex is an all-steel
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tripod with a 13-foot height perfect
to stab into a field edge, willow thicket, or scrubby swamp area. The floor
platform is 36 inches in diameter,
the cushioned seat 19 inches wide,
14-inches deep, and 2 inches thick. It
stands 20 inches tall. The backrest
cushion is 19x17 inches and 2 inches
thick. The seat swivels 360 degrees,
with sling-style support for all-day
comfort. It includes padded armrests and a removable padded rail
that also pivots up and out of the
way when not needed. The
adjustable legs allow leveling on any
terrain, with stakes included for
added stability. The assembled stand
weighs 140 pounds, and includes a
300-pound weight rating.
New Vertex Tower
The Vertex is a solid option for
deer leases and private property
where a permanent tower is viable.
The Vertex combo kit includes a 7foot-high steel Booster platform and
an Escape enclosed blind (that can
also be used as a ground blind). The
expandable blind is 60x62 inches
inside and weighs 11 pounds. It is
made of 600-denier polyurethane
backed polyester, has Phantom Pro
black interior for added concealment,
and
complete
Scent
Elimination coating for human scent
containment.
There are 12 large windows and
one large roof opening. The hubsystem blind can be installed in
seconds. The platform is all steel.
The platform is 48 inches square,
with four tie-down strap loops and
extension rods to withstand high
winds. The nine-inch-wide climbing steps access a flip-up trap-door
entrance that allows full use of the
entire platform after entering. The
platform stakes down at five
points, including the access ladder.
The complete stand weighs 130
pounds, and supports up to 500
pounds.
Gorilla Treestands (see
“Fixed-Position Models” for company info).
Kong Ladder Stand Series
This series includes 15-foot
Kong Ladder and Kong Deluxe
Ladder, as well as a 16-foot Kong 2-
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Person Ladder. All include slip-resistant mesh platforms, criss-crossing
cam buckle stabilizing straps, and
adjustable stabilizer bar. These are
welded-steel construction, with
powder-coat finish. They use quiet
nylon bushings and washers at pivot
points. The pinned post and socket
connections and anti-sink tamping
bar mean the ladder’s won’t slip
apart in use. The 15-foot Kong
Ladder weighs 49 pounds and
includes a 12x17.5-inch platform,
and 15x19.5-inch seat with 15-inch
seat height. The 59-pound Kong
Deluxe Ladder includes a 17.5x26inch platform, and 12x19-inch seat
with removable 2-inch camo cushion. The 2-Person Ladder has a
15x40-inch platform, 12x40-inch
seat with 2-inch camo cushion, and
weighs 82 pounds. The latter
includes a 500-pound weight limit,
the others 300 pounds.
Loggy Bayou (see “FixedPosition Models” for company info).
Ambusher Bowhunter
This all-new steel stand includes
a 12x20-inch flip-up ADC Seat with
removable Mossy Oak New BreakUp camoed cushion. It has Gator
Claws tree engagement system, locking pins to secure sections, and a
spacious 18x24-inch platform. It
reaches to 15 feet high, weighs 45
pounds, and has a weight capacity of
300 pounds. It also includes a TMA
certified Full Body Harness and
Monarch Bucks CD.
River’s Edge (see “FixedPosition Models” for company info).
17’ Double Buck Extreme 2-Man
Ladder
River’s Edge concentrated hard
on the company’s ladder-stand line
for 2005, with six brand-new models.
This prime example is a stand that
allows hunting partners or relatives
to enjoy a hunt together. The Double
Buck Extreme includes a full 17-foot,
7-inch height, with a fully-padded,
two-inch-thick removable seat that
easily flips up to allow use of the spacious 26x40-inch full mesh platform.
A padded shooting rail flips back
when not needed. The ladder is 20
inches wide and comes in 5-foot sec-
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tions. It includes a new lengthadjustable middle stabilizer bar for
stability, double strap-on treemounting with additional tie-off
ropes, 19-inch seat height, and allwelded square steel tubing construction powder finished a hunter
brown. The stand weighs 80 pounds
and supports up to 500 pounds.
Summit Treestands (see
“Climbing Models” for company info).
MegaSampson
This heavy-duty, 18-foot tall ladder is built to be tough and quiet. It’s
simple to set up but includes engineering know-how that keeps it solid
and stable. Summit’s SofaSeat slingseat design keeps customers comfortable and still to hunt longer without alerting game. It can be locked in
place from the ground using two
ratchet buckle straps that form an
“X” behind the tree. The I-beam ladder supports are stiff and do not flex.
The platform is 20x36 inches, the
ladder rungs ribbed to give a solid
grip even in wet rubber boots. The
shooting rest is removable for
bowhunting and the sections won’t
pull apart until your customers want
them to. It includes a climbing system and four-point harness for safety. It accommodates trees from 8 to
20 inches in diameter, weighs 57
pounds, and has a weight limit of 300
pounds.
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Conclusion
No matter where or how your
customer hunts; from hard-hunted
public ground requiring a long hike
to get off the beaten path, to exclusive private land where a permanent
tower or tripod over food makes a
reliable choice, today’s stand market
keeps everyone in the game. Today’s
stands also provide greater hanging
and placement options, making
quick use of the perfect tree or one

that is as crooked as as all get-out.
Modern tree-stands are also safer
than ever. Combined, this makes a
new stand a sound investment, for
greater hunting flexibility, greater
success potential, and assurance
that your customers will come home
safe after each day’s hunt.

In addtion to the Double Buck Extreme
detailed in the copy, Rivers Edge offers
this Woodsman Extreme XL with a 26-inch
wide seat and padded backrest. The rail is
removable for bowhunting use.
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